2017 GROUP KEYS

Show T he Key. Get T he Perks.

TM

NO BETTER GIFT.

BESTOW THE VIP TORONTO KEY TO THE CITY

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Give the gift of VIP instant loyalty perks with Toronto
Keys To The City to your valued employees that they
can actually use and enjoy managed benefits all year.

CLIENT GIFTING
The unique keepsake gift that reminds them just how
awesome your company is with every flash of their VIP
Key for instant perks.

CONFERENCE, TOURS & EVENT GIFTING
There’s no better WELCOME for attendees than a Key
to the city! The Key acts as a guide for where to go,
gets them VIP perks plus a date-stamped keepsake!

CO-BRANDING OPTIONS
Yes, we do that with the right quantities! We can put
your logo and branding right onto the packaging and
Key itself for even more impactful brand marketing.

Positive brand echo effect for your brand with every
flash of their VIP Key and instant loyalty perk received.

WHY GIFT TORONTO KEYS?

The reasons may be obvious, and we may be slightly biased, but here’s some honest reasons 

UNLIMITED INSTANT VIP PERKS
Key-holders receive instant loyalty perks
on every visit, all year at 100+ of the
city’s best restaurants, nightlife, spas,
shops, entertainment & more. Your
recipients skip lines, get complimentary
drinks and appetizers, gifts & more.
Perks are unlimited all year so recipients
can go back to their favourite places!
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‘COOL’ & SHARE-WORTHY
You have to admit our Keys are pretty
nifty and would be something shareworthy! We have grown in popularity
very quickly since we began in 2015,
partly because of the cool factor &
people feeling the need to show their
friends the Key and perks that come
with it.
Bragging rights await recipients of your
Toronto Key To The City!

FULLY MANAGED BENEFITS
You give them the Key, we take it from
there! Companies love we manage all
existing perks while also continuing to
source new hot spots and great finds to
add even more perks to the program.
We also support Key-holders with Live
Chat 24/7. Zero maintenance for you!

POSITIVE BRAND ECHO EFFECT
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We say it has echo effect because your
recipients will always think of your brand
every time they use their Key and get a VIP
perk all year.
So when Josie skips the line at her
favourite rooftop patio at Oasis Lounge
when showing her Key, she will feel even
more love for your brand and feel the need
to share it too! As will Bob when he shows
his Toronto Key and gets a free VIP drink of
choice on every visit for lunch or dinner at
any Copacabana location. 100+ locations
reward Key-holders on every visit!

WHY GIFT TORONTO KEYS?
With 12,000+ current Key-holder subscribers, here’s 2 more great reasons!

SAVES RECIPIENT & GIFTOR
Companies who purchased group Keys
for 2016 shared with us this unique
benefit we didn’t even think about!
One law firm, who purchased Keys for
their team of 170, saved money by
ensuring most lunch and dinner visits on
expense accounts were at Perk Partner
restaurants. Each restaurant gifts a
loyalty perk of a drink or appetizer with
every visit, so the savings added up
quickly, as you can imagine.
On average, every perk is valued at $12
or more! Even if each team member
only used the Key once a week, for
expensed lunch or dinner with or without
clients, the savings is $48/month per
Key-holder team member. Value of each
Key, based on this scenario, was around
$576 per year. That means the
company saved with every expensed
lunch or dinner all year from the
complimentary appetizer or drink perk
alone.
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COST EFFECTIVE & TAX DEDUCTIBLE
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What’s your staff or clients or guests worth
to your company? The answer is
invaluable. Standard gift cards companies
often give are used once or twice and then
the good feeling and enjoyment ends.
With the thoughtful VIP Toronto Key To The
City, you’re giving recipients an improved
and more enjoyable Toronto Lifestyle they
will actually use for gift perks all year!
It’s also a great bonus that it’s 100% tax
deductible as an employee gift that meets
CRA thresholds or marketing expense if for
clients. Recipients will reap more value and
enjoyment than the usual coffee card!

Show T he Key. Get T he Perks.
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info@torontocitykey.com

416.603.4404 Ext. 2

www.torontocitykey.com

